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Personal reflections on the vital role of the notebook in creative writing, from Dorianne Laux, Sue
Grafton, John Dufresne, Kyoko Mori, and more.This collection of essays by established
professional writers explores how their notebooks serve as their studios and workshops—places
to collect, to play, and to make new discoveries with language, passions, and curiosities. For
these diverse writers, the journal also serves as an ideal forum to develop their writing voice,
whether crafting fiction, nonfiction, or poetry.Some include sample journal entries that have
since developed into published pieces. Through their individual approaches to keeping a
notebook, the contributors offer valuable advice, personal recollections, and a hearty
endorsement of the value of using notebooks to document, develop, and nurture a writer’s
creative spark.
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Judy Reeves, “We writers are in good company. I've done it all my life and most the writers I
know do it too: we keep notebooks or journals; some of us still call them diaries. How wonderful
to find I'm in the same company as Robin Hemley, John Dufresne, Dorianne Laux and more than
a score of other writers whose work I admire. And how reassuring to know they, too, have a place
where they noodle around, dream things up, explore and try out ideas and that their place
doesn't look all that different from mine. What I especially like about Diana Raab's book is the
generous revealing of the creative workings and open-hearted generosity of the writers included.
Plus I found a few tips for exercises to try in my own free-style notebook. All this experience and
wisdom, plus an appendix that includes journal-writing exercises and a compilation of
suggestions for further reading have me keeping my dog-eared copy of this book within easy
reach.”

straightforward, “Insightful. Helpful. Recommend to All.. I took a chance buying this book after
reading the reviews and I am very happy with my purchase. This book is interesting and full of
insightful essays about the writer's work space and their methods. I highly recommend this book
to anyone that is fascinated about what it is like to be a writer and how they do it. I would also
recommend it for experienced writers because it gives important insights into how other writers
work.”

A Texas Alexandra, “Has been helpful. I've found this to be a book that I dip into now and then to
renew inspiration and give me perspective on the use of notebooks. For a meticulous worker, it
is helpful to read about all the different ways known writers use notebooks; it reassures that one
can try different methods.”

Jeremy Flesner, “Good book on the different ways different people keep a journal. While I’m not
a writer per say I do enjoy journal writing and keeping my thoughts on paper. This book is an
interesting collection of the ways in which various people keep a journal and what that journal
means to them.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Various voices. I liked reading the different voices in this book. It gave
me an overall picture of the wide variety of approaches writers use in journals. Their process is
interesting to me, and it is here in one book. This is not as much a "how to write" book as a "how
I do it book."”

Patricia Charpentier, “Insightful book for all writers. I love Diana Raab's writing, and her editing is
just as great. She gives the reader a look into how well-known authors use this essential part of
every writer's tool box, the notebook. She also provides a few sparks to get the reader writing.
Great book.”



raebooks, “Five Stars. Her interviews helped me move forward in my writing and in my
journaling.”

Colin Edwards, “Fascinating insights. Entertaining insights from a broad spectrum of authors
who explain how and why they have used notebooks and journals. Extremely American so
needs some interpretation for English readers.”

The book by Wendy Call has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 20 people have provided feedback.
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